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PROGRAMMA SVOLTO 

ANNO SCOLASTICO 2022/2023 

CLASSE: 1D Indirizzo: Meccanica e Meccatronica 

LIBRO DI TESTO: Sharman, Identity, A1 to B1, Oxford University Press. Esercizi di recupero e 

potenziamento caricati sulla Classroom (English 1D MM). 

 

Starter Unit  

 Competences: Talk about nationality, giving personal information, talking about objects, 

talking about dates, talking about personal belongings, giving and carry out instructions.  

 Vocabulary: Countries and nationalities, the alphabet, cardinal numbers, colours, ordinal 

numbers, days, months and seasons, dates, classroom objects, common adjectives.  

Unit 1  

 Competences: Describing physical appearance, describing likes, describing one’s room 

(Role play: Talking about people and possession). 

 Vocabulary: Bedroom furniture, physical appearance.  

 Grammar: there is/there are, some and any, preposition of place, have got, adjective order.  

Unit 2  

 Competences: Talking about daily routine, describing one’s routines, making friends.   

 Vocabulary: Daily routine, telling the time, everyday activities.  

 Grammar: Present simple, preposition of time, adverbs of frequency, expression of 

frequency.  
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Unit 3 

 Competences: Talking about one’s abilities, talking about what one likes doing or doesn’t 

like doing, hanging out in the free time. 

 Vocabulary: Free-time activities, play, do and go, personality adjectives.  

 Grammar: Can (ability), adverbs of manner, like/love/enjoy/hate + ing form 

Unit 4 

 Competences: Describing clothes and clothes styles, describing what’s going on, talking 

about present actions, buying clothes in a shop (Role play: In a shop).  

 Vocabulary: Clothes and accessories, adjectives for clothes.  

 Grammar: Present continuous.   

 

Educazione civica 

“Pericoli degli ambienti digitali” – What is a digital environment? Growing in a digital world: 

benefits and risks.  
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